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The world can no longer ignore climate investing  

1  Closing the financial gap 2  Carbon emissions 3 Risks of not transitioning to 
a low-carbon economy 

Current levels of climate finance are too 
low. Over USD 90 trillion needs to be 
invested by 2030.2 

Global GHG emissions must decrease 
dramatically to effectively address the 
risks of climate change and global 
warming. A coordinated and broad-based 
response is required across a range of 
sectors. 

Physical risks, such as increased extreme 
weather events, and transitional risks like 
greater regulation, have significant 
implications for investors.  

1 Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-12-03/global-temperature-headed-toward-5-degree-increase-wmo-says/  
2 https://www.local2030.org/story/view/117  

“ Current policies and commitments suggest average 
temperatures will increase 3°C by the end of the 
century. Do nothing and that figure rises to 4°C1… 

…the resulting impact, [on] all life on the 
planet – including ours – will be catastrophic. ” 
Antonio Guterres 

Secretary-General of the United Nations 
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What steps are we taking to address climate change? 
If no actions are taken, by 2100 our planet will experience the highest temperature it has ever seen in human history 1  

1 IPCC, 2018: Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related greenhouse gas emissions pathways, in the context of 
strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty. Masson-Delmotte, et al. 
2 ESG: Do you or Don't you? UBS Asset Management, Responsible Investor, June 2019 
3 UBS Investor Watch: Return on values, 2018 

Regulation 
 Major regulatory shifts are underway, such as the 

EU taxonomy on sustainable finance, encouraging 
investors to take account of ESG factors in their 
investment processes 

 In 2017, the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) explicitly advised 
investors and companies to undertake climate 
change scenario analysis as a way of 
understanding their climate risk 

Awareness 
 A global UBS-AM survey of 600 institutional 

investors showed most asset owners believe that 
environmental factors will matter more than 
traditional financial criteria over the next five 
years2 

 In the private wealth space, a survey of clients 
showed that the majority think sustainable 
investing will become the norm in the next 
decade3 

Climate Aware framework 
 UBS-AM has developed the Climate Aware 

framework to help investors align their portfolios 
to their chosen climate solution and is developing 
a suite of dedicated products across asset classes 
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The new normal 

Climate investing can no longer be considered 
optional 

 Trending popularity as flows for  
climate finance increased 25%  
in a single period between  
2015-20183 

Portfolio benefits 

Risk management and strong tailwinds 
support a climate-aware approach 

 A 2⁰C scenario leads to enhanced 
projected returns versus 3⁰C or 4⁰C  
for nearly all asset classes, regions  
and timeframes2 

 Investors have a fiduciary duty             
to their beneficiaries to ensure           
they promote and safeguard           
their interests 

Evolving opportunity  
set 

Aligning to 2⁰ degree warming 

 Economic opportunities generated by 
the transition to a low-carbon economy  
could be as much as USD 26 trn1 

 Carbon adaptation can generate 
significant opportunities in 
renewable energy 

 

Opportunities have evolved towards a climate smart future 

1 Source: https://www.wri.org/blog-series/the-26-trillion-opportunity  
2 Source: Mercer “Investing in a time of climate change – the sequel”, 2019 
3 Source: https://climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/global-climate-finance-2019/  
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Our commitment starts at the top 
Taking a leading role in shaping a positive future—for all of us and the generations to come  

“ Climate change is for real. The speed at which the environment is 
changing is astonishing, and so needs to be the speed at which we 
respond to it. 

Axel A. Weber 
Chairman of the Board of Directors, UBS AG 

UBS is taking action… 

…in finance …in philanthropy …in communities …in business 

Reshaping the  
landscape of investing 

Partnering with  
clients for good 

Promoting education 
and entrepreneurship Leading by example 

 Innovate our platform to 

create a positive impact 

for society and the 

environment, while 

providing attractive 

returns 

 Helping clients to make 

a measurable difference 

with advice from 

experts and programs 

selected through UBS 

Optimus Foundation 

 Encourage our 

employees to put 

their expertise and 

knowledge to use 

 Provide financial 

support to local 

programs 

 Challenge ourselves and 

peers to raise the bar 

and be open about the 

impact our actions have 

on society and the 

environment 

#TOGETHERBAND centers 
around the conviction that 
none of the goals, including 
SDG #13, Climate Action,  
can be achieved without 
collective, multi-sector action.  
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We are actively pursuing our sustainable principles 
Our range of capabilities and external commitments  

1 Assets under management as of 31 March 2020 

Strong resources 

 Dedicated SI Research team with 

20 employees working with over 

900 investment professionals 

 USD 37 billion1 in a range of Sustainable 

Investment focused strategies 

 100% of Active Equities and Fixed Income 

integrate sustainability 

 

Calling for action to create 

change 
 Data focused approach to allocate to 

climate-friendly initiatives 

 Adoption of the Task Force on Climate-

related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) by 

companies 

 Simplification and standardization of 

sustainable investment standards 

Long commitment to 
environmental finance 

 First environmental certification in 1999 

 UN Global Compact since 2000 

 Founding signatory of the Carbon 

Disclosure Project 

 One of the first signatories of UN 

Environment Program 

Climate Aware strengths 

 Firm-wide Climate Engagement strategy 

 Developed award winning Climate 

approach with leading UK pension fund 

 Engagement in coordination with  

Climate Action 100+, lead on 8 company 

engagements 
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A climate framework for investors 

Source: UBS Asset Management, Becoming climate aware, Mobilizing capital to help meet climate change goals: an investor’s perspective, WEF paper 2020. 

GL 

We need a balanced approach to channel capital toward a lower carbon future 

Portfolio adaptation 
Increasing investment exposures to climate-
related innovation and solutions 

Climate mitigation 
Lowering investment exposures to  

carbon risks 

Portfolio transition 
Aligning portfolios to your chosen climate 
glidepath 

Portfolio 
transition 

Climate 
mitigation 

Portfolio 
adaptation 

A balanced 
approach 
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UBS-AM's Climate product offering 

1 Further clarifications on climate investment terminology can be found in the "Lexicon of climate metrics" in the appendix 

Wide breath of innovative climate solutions in the core of investment portfolios, total AUM USD 3.7bln 

Strategy Description Benchmarks available Mitigation Adaptation Transition 

Equity Solutions 

Climate Aware 

Equity active 

A concentrated strategy targeting active 

returns and superior climate characteristics 

versus the benchmark  

MSCI All Country World E leaders1 & lower 

CO2 intensity1 

Min 50% climate 

solutions1 

Alignment  

2DS scenario1 

Climate Aware 

Equity enhanced 

indexing 

Tilting strategy replicating the risk return 

characteristics of the equity index while 

significantly improving the climate risk profile 

FTSE Developed, MSCI world,  

MSCI ex-CH, S&P 500 

In development: Europe, global ex US  

50% lower  

CO2 intensity 

35% OW 

renewable 

energies 

30% tilt 

alignment  

2DS scenario 

Climate Aware 

Equity passive 

Index based strategy that meets the strict 

climate benchmark regulation requirements 

of the EU sustainable finance plan 

In development: PAB aligned  

Climate Aware equity index 

50% lower  

CO2 intensity 

Green to brown 

ratio* > 4 

Av. 7% self  

de-carbonization1 

Fixed Income Strategies 

Climate Aware IG 

Corporates active 

A diversified strategy targeting active returns 

and superior climate characteristics versus 

the benchmark  

Barclays Euro Corporates (EUR), 

Barclays US Corporates (USD) 

ESG integration1 & 

lower  

CO2 intensity 

Green to brown 

ratio > 2 

Alignment  

2DS scenario 

Climate Aware 

Corporate Bonds 

rules-based 

Tilting strategy replicating the risk return 

characteristics of the corp. bond index while 

significantly improving the climate risk profile 

Barclays Global Corporates (USD) 50% lower  

CO2 intensity 

25% OW 

renewable 

energies  

25% tilt 

alignment  

2DS scenario 

Climate Aware 

Government 

Bonds passive 

Index based strategy replicating the risk 

return characteristics of the govt. bond 

index while improving the climate risk profile 

FTSE Climate Risk-Adjusted World 

Government Bonds  

7% improvement 

to climate risk1 

N/A 10% tilt 

alignment  

2DS scenario 

Alternatives 

Environmental 

Focus Fund 

Innovative long/short equity strategy aimed at benefitting from our proprietary insights of winners and losers across the Energy Transition Economy 

(companies and industries that will be affected by or contribute to the global transition to a more sustainable, lower carbon economy) 
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Lexicon of climate metrics 

Climate metric Category Short description 

E-leaders Mitigation Companies that manage to significantly reduce the risk of negative impact of Climate Change on their business model, 

especially when compared to peers with similar activities 

CO2 intensity Mitigation CO2 intensity measures the amount of CO2 emissions per unit of sales revenues, for a portfolio compared to an index a 

lower carbon intensity indicates a better climate profile.  

Climate Risk Mitigation In the context of government bonds, climate risks refers to the combined risk of climate change as a result of future 

reductions in CO2 emissions needed, risks of damages to physical infrastructure and the ability of the country to deal 

with these changes within its governing institutions 

Climate Solutions Adaptation Companies that provide products and services that offer solutions to adapt to climate change, either by reducing the 

amount of CO2 that is emitted with traditional technologies or by dealing with the consequences of climate change.  

Renewable Energies Adaptation Renewable energy sources that are considered here are: Wind, Solar, Biomass, Geothermal, Wave and Tidal and 

Hydroelectric power generation 

Green to Brown ratio Adaptation This metric expresses the relative weight of green revenues of a portfolio (e.g. renewable energies, green buildings and 

water) versus that of brown revenues (e.g. thermal coal, oil and gas exploration) relative to the benchmark. A value 

above 2 means that the strategy aims to have a two 2 times better ratio than the benchmark.  

Self-decarbonization Transition The rate at which the strategy reduces its CO2 footprint on an annual basis, the target number indicates the reduction 

of CO2 emissions as a percentage from its previous years CO2 emissions. If the self de-carbonization target is 7%, the 

CO2 emissions of the portfolio one year from now should not exceed 93% (100%-7%) of that of the current portfolio.  

Alignment 2DS 
scenario 

Transition UBS created a proprietary glidepath methodology to compare the company's carbon footprint trend with the required 

emission reduction implied by 2 degree scenario. Allows to estimate the probability that the company will achieve those 

glide path targets 

Short non-technical description of key metrics in terms of Mitigation, Adaptation and Transition  
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Disclaimer 

For marketing and information purposes by UBS. 

For institutional professional clients only. The information and opinions contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at based upon information obtained 

from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but is not guaranteed as being accurate, nor is it a complete stateme nt or summary of the securities, markets or 

developments referred to in the document. UBS AG and / or other members of the UBS Group may have a position in and may make a purchase and / or sale of any of 

the securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this document.  

Before investing in a product please read the latest prospectus carefully and thoroughly. Units of UBS funds mentioned herein may not be eligible for sale in all 

jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors and may not be offered, sold or delivered in the United States. The information mentioned herein is not intended to be 

construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The 

performance shown does not take account of any commissions and costs charged when subscribing to and redeeming units. Commiss ions and costs have a negative 

impact on performance. If the currency of a financial product or financial service is different from your reference currency,  the return can increase or decrease as a result 

of currency fluctuations. This information pays no regard to the specific or future investment objectives, financial or tax s ituation or particular needs of any specific 

recipient. The details and opinions contained in this document are provided by UBS without any guarantee or warranty and are for the recipient's personal use and 

information purposes only. This document may not be reproduced, redistributed or republished for any purpose without the written permission of UBS AG. Source for all 

data and charts (if not indicated otherwise): UBS Asset Management 

This document contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements”, including, but not limited to, statements relating to our future business development. 

While these forward-looking statements represent our judgments and future expectations concerning the development of our business, a number of risks, uncertainties 

and other important factors could cause actual developments and results to differ materially from our expectations.  

This document is intended to provide general information only and has been provided by UBS Asset Management (Australia) Ltd ( ABN 31 003 146 290) (AFS License No. 

222605). 

© UBS 2020. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.  
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Additional disclosures (Americas) 
Past  performance is no guarantee of future results. Potential for profit is accompanied by possibility of loss. Any statements made regarding investment performance objectives, risk and/or return targets shall not constitute a 
representation or warranty that such investment objectives or expectations will be achieved. 

No part of this document may be reproduced or redistributed in any form, or referred to in any publication, without express written permission of UBS Asset Management. This material supports the presentation(s) given on the 
specific date(s) noted. It is not intended to be read in isolation and may not provide a full explanation of all the topics that were presented and discussed.  

The information and opinions contained in this document have been complied or arrived at based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith. All such information and opinions are subject to 
change without notice. A number of the comments in this document are based on current expectations and are considered “forward-looking statements.” Actual future results, however, may prove to be different from 
expectations. The opinions expressed are a reflection of UBS Asset Management’s best judgment at the time this report is comp iled, and any obligation to update or alter forward-looking statement as a result of new information, 
future events, or otherwise is disclaimed. UBS Group AG and/or its affiliates may have a position in and may make a purchase and/or sale of any of the securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this document.  

The information contained in this document should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in an account’s portfolio at 
the time you receive this information or that securities sold have not been repurchased. The securities discussed do not represent an account’s entire portfolio over the course of a full market cycle. It should not be assumed that 
any of the securities transactions or holdings referred to herein were or will prove to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment 
performance of the securities referred to in this document. 

The gross performance figures reflect the deduction of transaction costs but not investment advisory fees or external custodial charges. A client's actual return will be reduced by investment advisory fees and other expenses. The 
deduction of investment advisory fees would have a compounding effect, which will increase the impact of the fees by an amoun t directly related to the gross account performance. For example, on an account with an initial 
value of $10,000 and a 0.5% annual fee, if the gross performance is 10% per year over a five-year period, the annual compound net rate of return would be 9.45% per year and the total value of the client's portfolio at the end 
of the five-year period would be $16,105 without the fee and $15,707 with the fee. Performance results include all cash and cash  equivalents, are time weighted, annualized for time periods greater than one year and include 
realized and unrealized capital gains and losses and reinvestment of dividends, interest and other income. A client's returns  will be reduced by advisory fees and other expenses incurred by the client. Advisory fees are described in 
Part 2A of Form ADV for UBS Asset Management (Americas) Inc. 

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to offer to buy any securities and nothing in this document shall limit or restrict the particular terms of any specific offering. Offers will be made only to qualified 
investors by means of a prospectus or confidential private placement memorandum providing information as to the specifics of the offering. No offer of any interest in any product will be made in any jurisdiction in which the 
offer, solicitation or sale is not permitted, or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, solicitation or sale. 

The achievement of a targeted ex-ante tracking error does not imply the achievement of an equal ex-post tracking error or actual specified return. According to independent studies, ex-ante tracking error can underestimate 
realized risk (ex-post tracking error), particularly in times of above-average market volatility and increased momentum. Different models for the calculation of ex-ante tracking error may lead to different results. There is no 
guarantee that the models used provide the same results as other available models. 

This document is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. UBS Asset Management is not a fiduciary or adviser with respect to any person or 
plan by reason of providing the materials or content herein. Any investment, accounting, legal or taxation position described  in this document is a general statement and should only be used as a guide. It does not constitute 
investment, accounting, legal or tax advice and is based on UBS Asset Management’s understanding of current laws and their in terpretation, including under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 or Department 
of Labor regulations. As individual situations may differ, clients should seek independent professional tax, legal, accountin g or other specialist advisors as to the legal and tax implication of investing. Plan sponsors and other 
fiduciaries should assess their own circumstances when evaluating potential strategies or investments.  

Strategies may include the use of derivatives. Derivatives involve risks different from, and possibly greater than, the risks  associated with investing directly in securities and other instruments. Derivatives require investment 
techniques and risk analyses different from those of other investments. If a manager incorrectly forecasts the value of securities, currencies, interest rates, or other economic factors in using derivatives, the portfolio might have 
been in a better position if the portfolio had not entered into the derivatives. While some strategies involving derivatives can protect against the risk of loss, the use of derivatives can also reduce the opportunity for gain or even 
result in losses by offsetting favorable price movements in other portfolio investments. Derivatives also involve the risk of mispricing or improper valuation, the risk that changes in the value of a derivative may not correlate 
perfectly with the underlying asset, rate, index, or overall securities markets, and counterparty and credit risk (the risk that the other party to a swap agreement or other derivative will not fulfill its contractual obligations, whether 
because of bankruptcy or other default). Gains or losses involving some options, futures, and other derivatives may be substantial (for example, for some derivatives, it is possible for a portfolio to lose more than the amount the 
portfolio invested in the derivatives). Some derivatives tend to be more volatile than other investments, resulting in larger gains or losses in response to market changes. Derivatives are subject to a number of other risks, including 
liquidity risk (the possible lack of a secondary market for derivatives and the resulting inability of the portfolio to sell or otherwise close out the derivatives) and interest rate risk (some derivatives are more sensitive to interest rate 
changes and market price fluctuations). Finally, a portfolio’s use of derivatives may cause the portfolio to realize higher amounts of short-term capital gains (generally taxed at ordinary income tax rates) than if the portfolio had 
not used such instruments. 

Services to U.S. persons are provided by UBS Asset Management (Americas) Inc. ("Americas") or UBS Asset Management Trust Comp any. Americas is registered as an investment adviser with the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (“SEC”) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (Note that an investment adviser does not have to demonstrate or meet any minimum level of skill or training to register with the SEC). From time to 
time, Americas’ non-US affiliates in the Asset Management Division who are not registered with the SEC ("Participating Affiliates") provide investment advisory services to Americas' U.S. clients. Americas has adopted procedures 
to ensure that its Participating Affiliates are in compliance with SEC registration rules.  

UBS Asset Management (Americas) Inc., a Delaware corporation, is a member of the UBS Asset Management business division of UB S Group AG, a publicly traded Swiss bank (NYSE: UBS). UBS Asset Management (Americas) is 
an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of UBS Group AG. 

Copyright © UBS 2020. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved . 


